into battle
peoples, and certain standards of conduct and government have coine
to be esteemed. After many miseries and prolonged confusion,
there arose into the broad light of day the conception of the right
of the individual; his right to be consulted in the government of
his country; his right to invoke the law even against the State
itself. Independent Courts of Justice were created to affirm and
enforce this hard-won custom. Thus was assured throughout the
English-speaking world, and in France by the stern lessons of the
Revolution, what Kipling called, " Leave to live by no man's leave
underneath the law." Now in this resides all that makes existence
precious to man, and all that confers honour and health upon the
State,
We are confronted with another theme. It is not a new theme ;
it leaps out upon us from the Dark Ages—racial persecution,
religious intolerance, deprivation of free speech, the conception
of the citizen as a mere soulless fraction of the State, To this has
been added the cult of war. Children are to be taught in their
earliest schooling the delights and profits of conquest and aggression.
A whole mighty community has been drawn painfully, by severe
privations, into a warlike frame. They are held in this condition,
which they relish no more than we do, by a party organisation,
several millions strong, who derive all kinds of profits, good and bad,
from the upkeep of the r6gime. Like the Communists, the Nazis
tolerate no opinion but their own. Like the Communists, they feed
on hatred. Like the Communists, they must seek, from time to
time, and always at shorter intervals, a new target, a new prize, a
new victim. The Dictator, in all his pride, is held in the grip of his
Party machine, He can go forward ; he cannot go back, He must
blood his hounds and show them sport, or else, like Actxon of old,
be devoured by them. All-strong without, he is all-weak within*
As Byron wrote a hundred years ago : " These Pagocl things of
sabre sway, with fronts of brass and feet of clay."
No one must, however, underrate the power and efficiency of a
totalitarian state. Where the whole population of a great country,
amiable, *good-hearted, peace-loving people are gripped by the
neck and by the hair by a Communist or a Nazi tyranny—for
they are the same things spelt in different ways—the rulers for the
time being can exercise a power for the purposes of war and
external domination before which the ordinary free parliamentary
societies are at a grievous practical disadvantage. We have to
recognise this, And then, on top of all, comes this wonderful
mastery of the air which our century has discovered, but of which,
alas, mankind has so far shown itself unworthy. Here is this

